ITB DDIL w/SWTR
Sweetener Sanitizing Instructions
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STEP 1
Fill a bucket with soap, add warm water (140° F.)
to make soap solution.

Sanitizing
Solution

Disconnect Bag-in-Box connector with attached
tubing and place in soapy solution. Use nylon
bristle brush to clean B-i-B connector and then
thoroughly rinse with clean water.

STEP 3
Using a plastic 5 gallon bucket, prepare
approximately 5 gallons of Kay-5 (or equivalent)
sanitizing solution (Minimum 100ppm of chlorine
in 120° F.). Rinse B-i-B connectors in the
sanitize solution.

Brewer Intuitive Sanitize/Sweetener Menu Used For Sanitizing B-i-B Connector & Tubing
Left Hidden
Button

READY TO BREW
TEMP: 205° F

SANITIZE SWEET ?
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YES

SANITIZE PURGE
QUIT
START

STEP 5

STEP 6

Place empty tea dispenser & funnel in position.
To begin the intuitive Sanitize/Sweetener process,
press and hold the left hidden button for 2 seconds to prompt “Sanitize Sweet ?” menu. Press
“Brew C” button to start 2:00 minute countdown
for priming sanitize solution through the tubing
and out the dilution nozzle.

After priming sanitize solution, display will read
“Soaking” along with a 15:00 minute countdown.
When finished, display will read “SANITIZE
PURGE”. At this time, you may empty tea dispenser
and place back into position before starting
“SANITIZE PURGE” process.

STEP 4
Connect a special sanitize fitting or cut a fitting from
an empty bag-in-box bag to open the “disconnect”
within the B-i-B connector so sanitizing solution can
be drawn through the disconnect opening. Place
all B-i-B connectors with tubing back in sanitize
solution.

SOAKING 15:00
QUIT

SANITATION
COMPLETE

SANITIZE PURGE
QUIT
START

PRESS ANY SWITCH
TO STOP 2:00

STEP 7

STEP 8

Remove the sanitize “Disconnect” fitting from the
B-i-B connector. Reconnect the connector to the
B-i-B product. Ensure empty tea dispenser and
funnel are properly positioned.

Start the 2:00 minute “Sanitize Purge” process to
prime sweetener through the tubing and flowing
freely out the dilution nozzle. Press any Brew
Switch to stop the process. Display will read
“Sanitation Complete”.
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BREW NOW ?
NO
YES

STEP 9
The display will read “Brew Now”.
No, will take you back to home screen “Ready to
Brew; Temp 205° F.”
Yes, enables large batch and displays “Now
Brewing” with time countdown.

